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Data Platform Modernization:
Proof Of Value
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Build your foundation for an intelligence-driven business

According to IDC, 90 percent of the data that exists today was created in the last two years, and by 2025 the volume of data is
expected to hit 175 trillion gigabytes.
However, this data, rather than becoming an enabler of agility and better decision making, is becoming an Achilles heel for the
organizations. Businesses are struggling to manage it and generate meaningful analysis. Traditional data platforms are
constrained by physical infrastructure limitations, siloed operations, and the inability to evolve, and thus lack the speed,
flexibility, and scalability to deliver fast insights.

Proven path to getting more from your data
With this engagement, we can help you push through these blockers and achieve the agility and elasticity necessary on
Microsoft’s Modern Data Platform.
By utilizing a proven approach, comprising a mix of envisioning workshops, design, and build sessions, our highly skilled team
of certified cloud and data engineers, solutions architects, database administrators, and data scientists will build a solid
foundation for your data. By identifying use cases and driving actual outcomes, our experts solve IT and business problems.

Our Delivery Process

Duration: 4-8 Weeks

$

Cost: $90,000 – 120,000

Drive Program
Methodology

Design
Discovery
Understand key business
imperatives
Analyze current data
infrastructure to
determine possibilities
Define high value IT and
business use cases
Provide a Primer on
Microsoft’s Modern Data
Platform

Identify the services
required and design a
modern data architecture
Analyze TCO to achieve
the recommended
architecture

Build
Deploy the modern data
solution with an agile
development approach
Identify a hypothesis and
follow a rapid iterative
prototype approach to
creating data models for
finding hidden trends,
variations and
correlations that proves/
disproves that hypothesis

Communicate value and
key aspects of the new
data platform
Educate team on
implementation process,
pain points, and
mitigation plan
Knowledge transfer,
scripts, credentials, and all
artifacts for next level
references

Get started

About Trace3
Premier provider of advanced data solutions and consultation services
for information management

To schedule a meeting, please
reach out to us:

Microsoft Gold Certified Partner with Advanced Specializations in Windows &
SQL Server Migration, Data Warehouse Migration, Linux and Open Source DB
Migration and Kubernetes on Azure

Josh Lindstrom, Principal Sales
Consultant, Data Intelligence
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